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D
uring the fall, the jammy
smell of Concord grapes
wafts over Chautauqua

County as a sweet, pervasive
cloud.

That’s on land.
On Chautauqua’s streams,

the smell of fresh steelhead
would be equally pungent – if
our noses could only detect it.

Like the grapes hanging thick
from the fields’ omnipresent
vines, that’s how many steelies
seem to be in the Erie region’s
tribs.

Yet, just as not all grapes make
good libations, not all steelhead
presentations will produce great
fishing. To know how to stomp
on some steelhead, it pays to lis-
ten to a seasoned guide. Alberto
Rey is just such a steelhead
seducer.

Working Chautauqua’s
waters from its tiniest backyard
rivulets that don’t even carry a
recognized name, through the
widening waters of Silver and
Walnut creeks all the way to the
widest, the almost-mighty Cat-
taraugus Creek, Rey has been
around these streams for years,
taking steelhead on a fly rod in
the most popular as well as the
most unlikely flows.

On a very recent trip with Rey
we were cursed, then blessed,
with heavy rain as I arrived, fol-
lowed by the resulting chocolate
milk, then a brothy clam
Choow-der as the waters nomi-
nally cleared, culminating 48
hours later into some perfect
conditions that brought plenty
of fresh and eager steelhead into
the flows.

Naturally, the first thing we
discussed was which Chau-
tauqua streams cleared the
fastest after a steelhead-luring
rain and how they should be
fished.

In order of their clearance,
Rey said anglers should first go
to Silver Creek then to Walnut
Creek, followed by Chautauqua
and Canadaway creeks on an
equal footing, and last to the
largest, Cattaraugus Creek.

All of the waters can be fished
with common fly rod weights
adorned with streamers and
egg flies, but for the wide banks
of “The Catt,” Rey recommend-
ed switch and spey rods for
their distance casting.

Just that advice requires sea-
sons of learning and is worth

the price of admission.
The morning after the heavy

rain, we hit Silver Creek first but
it didn’t seem to be holding fish
and there had been too much
precipitation for a quick clear-
out. Rey (716-410-7003;
www.albertorey.com) also said
Silver Creek usually attracts a
later run.

On the second morning we
thoroughly investigated two
miles of Walnut Creek and
though it’s bottomed with slate,
conditions were still too close to
the drenching rain and we did-
n’t spot fish.

However, toward the end of
the second day – 48 hours after
the rain – we made it to Chau-
tauqua Creek, and though it
wasn’t a picture of crystal clari-
ty, I could at least see my feet in
knee-high water. Also, it proved
to be positively bubbling over
with bright steelhead.

To lure our steelies we used
both large streamers and tiny
egg flies, and Rey had a lot of
interesting advice about using
those things. But first I heard
from him tidbits I’d never heard
before and are worth getting in
somewhere. That somewhere is
here.

Under any conditions, Rey
said that when he sees fish
jumping over waterfalls and the
rapids preceeding waterfalls it’s
been his experience that those
places don’t make the best fish-
ing.

“It just seems that when
they’re interesting in moving
along, they aren’t interested in
our flies. It’s better to work back
from those spots.”

Despite the influx of fresh
fish, and much to my surprise,
we didn’t see them jumping

over the falls and ledges.
Instead, they were ensconced in
the plunge pools below the
whitewater, and at the end of
the second day that’s where
we caught them.

Indeed, in a hot
spot where a
number of
steelies were
eventually
caught and
where I landed a
beauty, the water
was gushing over
a low ledge and
into a deep, dark
hole. The water was
still choowdery so I
couldn’t see into the
hole at all, but the fish
definitely told me they
were there.

Rey is a proponent of
what, for years, I’ve
called “flat-sticking.”
That’s where you hold
your rod low and parallel to
the water and allow your
streamer to hang in a current,
waiving back and forth to
attract a strike.

Rey’s advice is that the flies
used for flat-sticking should not
be lustily weighted.

“You don’t want your fly so
heavy that it lays on the bot-
tom,” he said. “It needs to move
around with the current.”

Finding fish is just part of the steelhead game: offering up the
right fly or bait pattern for the conditions at hand – especially
the right drift at the right depth – often means the difference
between an action-packed day on the water.
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Water levels and water clarity will often dictate which of the
Chautauqua County tributaries to target.

(See Steel Page 32)

Uncovering the secrets of Chautauqua’s tributaries

“You don’t want
your fly so

heavy that it
lays on the 

bottom. 
It needs to move
around with the

current.”
— Alberto Rey



Weight and its placement
plays an important role in Rey’s
other schemes. While using egg
flies, the seasoned steelheader
doesn’t like to rely on a string
of split shot above the fly, espe-
cially in clear water.

“What happens is that the
split shot is the first thing the
steelhead sees as it comes
along. It even may hit the steel-
head in the nose and that
spooks the fish.”

Instead, Rey weights his egg
flies as he makes them. On this
day the effective eggs flies actu-
ally had coneheads behind the
hookeyes. This one tidbit alone
will send me back to my fly-
tying vise to make fresh imita-
tions. Also, the egg flies we
used in this still-unclear water
were larger and fluffier than the
dainty little round pearls I com-
monly employ. I believe Rey’s
flies were made for the condi-
tions we faced.

However, Rey is not adverse
to using split shot when so
required. Remember, this was
certainly not clear water and if
a steelhead was to get plunked
in the nose by extraneous
weight, it might blame the colli-
sion on a rolling stone. Not the
Rolling Stones, but one moved
by strong currents.

Indeed, though I had lobbed
some two dozen casts and
drifts into the dark hole it was-
n’t until I asked Rey if he had
one more shot that I scored. On
the very next cast – the very
next cast mind you – the egg fly
concoction sunk lower and a
steelhead latched on.  

When working streamers for
steelhead, Rey recommends
striping the fly very slowly.
Remember, he says, the water is
cold and a steelhead doesn’t
want to put a lot of effort into
chasing a fly.

“In cold water he just gives
up chasing it if the fly is mov-
ing away too fast,” Rey said.

In dirty water, Rey likes white
streamers, followed by large
black ones. For leaders he uses
between 12- and 16-pound
test – mostly 16, always fluoro-
carbon.

“When they hit, they hit
aggressively and you can land
them quicker with heavier
line,” Rey said.

With eggs he uses 3-, 4- and 6-
pound test fluoro tippets, pre-
ferring the lighter grades for
himself but heavier lines for
less experienced clients.

But something that really had
me thinking was Rey’s advice
for setting the hook with egg
patterns.

He had told me to set the
hook lightly, just raising the rod
against the pressure.

Of course, part of this is
because the tippet is so much
thinner with the eggs, but he
also said that with an easy
touch by the angler if the strike
isn’t a strike at all, then the drift
can be continued because the
fly hasn’t been ripped out of the
water.

And so it was: when my split
shot-enhanced egg fly first cir-
cled through the dark hole on
Chautauqua Creek I thought I
had a strike that wasn’t, made a
light lift of the rod, but then let
it continue on its way. The next
sensation was indeed a head-
shaking strike which resulted in
a fighting steelhead. It proved
to be a fish that didn’t taste like
Chautauqua’s myriad grapes
but went very well with a fine
bottle of wine.

Steel
(From Page 27)
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Wildlife Research Center
products including

Scent Killer® Liquid Soap,
Trail’s End #307,

Super Charged Scent Killer®

Liquid Clothing Wash,
Special Golden Estrus,

Magnum Scrape Dripper Combo,
Super Charged Scent Killer®
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10TH ANNUAL BEST BUCK CONTEST
The tenth annual New York Outdoor News Best Buck Contest

offers great prizes and awards to 15 winners! 
This is a photo contest. New York Outdoor News would rather

support the notion of sportsmen and women enjoying the experience
and creating memories than just concentrating on antler size. The rat-
ing system will be on photo quality, including composition and clarity.
Check the rules and tips below.

A panel of judges representing various interests will be selected in
the weeks ahead to assist in the final selection of the winners. The
contest is for either archery or firearms. Make sure that everyone in
your hunting party carries a camera this deer hunting season. Every
buck has a chance to win!

GOOD HUNTING! HAVE A SAFE HUNT!

Official New York Outdoor News “Best Buck” Contest Entry Form
NAME ____________________________________________________________________________ PHONE ( ______ ) __________________

STREET _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY ____________________________________________________________ STATE  ____________________ ZIP ____________________

CONTEST INFORMATION:

Where Harvested: State _________ County ____________________ Nearest Town _________________________ Date _________

Method:  Archery  ____________ Slug  _____________ Rifle  ___________  Black Powder  ____________                   

Antler Points (1" or longer) Left __________ Right __________ (Looking at front of deer); Green Score _________if avail.

Inside Spread (A) _____________________ – See Illustration at right; Deer’s weight ________________.

MAIL TO: 
New York

Outdoor News 
Best Buck Contest

P.O. Box 108
Waverly, NY
14892-0108

A

RULES:
• 4" x 6"or 3.5" x 5" color print photos only
• Digital images must be submitted as prints.
• Entries must include self-addressed, stamped envelope.
• Entrants must be licensed deer hunters.

No high fence hunts, entrants will be disqualified. Fair chase only.
• One deer and one person in photo. (Whitetail deer only.)
• Entries accepted on official entry form or photocopy.
• Entries may also be used in other Outdoor News promotions.
• Name, address, and phone no. written on back of photo.
• Person in photo the same as the one who bagged the deer.
• Winners will be named in a February issue of Outdoor News.

PHOTO TIPS:
• Entry must be received before Jan. 29, 2015.
• Always use a flash to take out shadows.
• Take photo in field before field dressing.
• Take photo closeup. Save the negative
• Have weapon in photo (in a safe manner).
• Wear legal hunting clothes.
• Do not sit on deer for photo.
• Clean up visible blood and make sure deer’s tongue doesn’t show.
• No sunglasses, beer cans or cigarettes.   • No date imprint on photo.
• Please - No emailed photos.

Grand Prize

CVA PR2020 Optima V2
Blued/Black, .50 cal

Muzzleloader

6th Prize 7th Prize 8th Prize

Prodigy
Fixed Position

Tree Stand
CR2300

VaprTrek
model

2873

Black
Widow

Trail
Camera

M25 
Hang-On
Treestand

Mantis II
Trail

Camera

Diamond
back

Harness
and 

Safeline

Gunner Glove
by Huntworth

Winner will receive Mathews’ 
New Flagship Bow for 2015!


